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Bonfire night!

Issue 6 is here this week. We’re looking forward to Children In
Need on Friday, where different mentors will be running different activities, all raising money for charity. I’ll be running a pub
quiz—in teams, 50p per person to join. I’ll provide a giant bar of
chocolate as a prize. Ask the mentors in your college to see
what they’re planning as well.

Bonfire night is where a lot of people set up fireworks. There
were lots of fireworks In London, Bodicote and other places!

This week we also welcome Milka Ivanova and Liya Mahmood
to the writing team.

Bonfire night lights a spark in the skies nearby with many different firework displays being held closely. The skies were beautiful that night and for surrounding days however it was clear
that the pets don't enjoy this yearly date.
Michelle and Daisy
Remembrance Day

Club news:
A new club has started. ART CLUB. Art club is a club where you
go and improve in something that you want or you can try
something new that is a new style of art that you don't normally try! Also there will be two teachers there to help you—Miss
Cumming and Miss Smith.

On Thursday 11th November, it is Remembrance Day! On this
day we remember those who died during World War I. We do
this with a minute of silence for them at 11:00. If you would like
to, you can wear a poppy around this time.
Daisy

Milka
BOOK CLUB
Book club is a fun club to read books! Year 7 and 8 on Monday
3:05-4:15. Higher year groups Thursdays 3:05-4:15! You get to
read a different book each week and have fun reading with others. Come if your interested and it will be in the library!
Michelle

TEAM SEAS

Movie Review:

Team Seas is a scheme by YouTubers Mr. Beast and Mark Rober. This campaign follows another campaign called Team trees.
Every dollar donated means that they will aim to take another
pound of trash out of the ocean. YouTube originals matched
the first $400,000 in donations. The Bikoff Foundation also
matched any donations on October 30th, 2021 up to
$1,000,000. The largest donation made so far was by Spotify
CEO Tobi Lütke with a total of $1,200,001, during team trees,
Tob donated $1,000,001. Half the money donated would go
towards funding beach clean-ups across the globe. The other
half of the money donated would go towards ‘trash collecting
robots’. These robots will go in rivers connected to the ocean
and collect any rubbish that is going into the ocean.

Movie name: Coco

Chloe

It was made in 19th January 2018
As a person who’s seen this movie before, it's a pretty good
movie to watch and it's quite interesting! You are able to watch
it on Disney plus. It's 1 hour and 45 minutes long.
Michelle

Book Review
This week I will be doing a complete review of the mystery book series by Enid Blyton as i have read a collection of these
books. This series is about a group of children called the five find outers who solve a different mystery based in their area each
book. I would highly recommend this series as it is very tense, unique and overall entertaining, with a few aspects of humour
as well!
Daisy

Book review
The Hobbit—The Hobbit is a story by J.R.R Tolkien set in the mythical world of Middle
Earth and following the journey of Bilbo Baggins (a hobbit) and his dwarven companions
to reclaim the ancient kingdom of Erebor.
Along the way, Bilbo evolves from a reluctant traveller to a brave,
slightly less reluctant hero as he battles trolls, giant spiders and,
ultimately, steals from the lair of the mightiest of dragons; Smaug the golden…
I would recommend this book to anyone over the age of eight although the wording is
quite complex, and anyone who would like to read The Lord of the Rings
(I will review this next week). It is a funny, adventure-filled introduction to the
world of Middle earth. This book is available to borrow from the library and has also been adapted into a film.
Eleanor

Cayden Reviews—Minecraft:
This is one of my favourite games so this will be easy to write about. Ok so you start off by making a world. Then you punch a
tree to get wood. You then use the wood logs to get planks, you then make a crafting table. You use the planks to make sticks
and a pickaxe for stone, you then get a stone pickaxe. The stone pickaxe is used to get iron for iron tools and armour. After
that you can get diamonds for diamond tools. And then you can use those diamonds to get the new, strongest item in the
game: Netherite. But during those adventures might be stopped by the mobs… creepers, zombies, skeletons, spiders. Those
aren't the only mobs in the game, there are hundreds but I don't have enough time to list them all. There are countless possibilities of what you can build. You only need your imagination though. There are 5 modes: Survival, creative, adventure, spectator and hardcore.
Survival: Gather all the materials yourself
Creative: Limitless amounts of blocks
Adventure: Can only use the correct tool on the blocks
Spectator: Can go through even the toughest of blocks but can't place or mine
Hardcore: Survival but with 1 life
Anyways i can go on talking about minecraft for hours but i don't want to bore you. Any ways i rate this game a 1200/10 Have

